
Greetings to the Imperial Estates and Members of the Populace of the Adrian Empire from Dame 
Katelyn, Imperial Minister of Rolls and Lists. 
 
It has, once again, been a busy period.   
 
An-ridire Ruaidhri Silverhand,  Imperial Deputy of Conversions, completed one conversion request.  That 
member has since received his knighting, at the hand of Her Imperial Majesty. 
 
K3 audits maintained their usual flow.  Five audits across the empire were received and completed.  
Huzzah to 
 Sir Vinceno Grimani of Terre Neuve, Knight Champion 
 Dame Babette Bryn Corey of Terre Neuve, Knight Premier 
 Sir Jetai of Constantinople, Knight Champion 
 Earl Boru of Stirling, Knight Premier 
 Sir Drake Morcar of Constantinople, Knight Champion 
 
Several  K1 and K2 audits passed this way.  I was happy to be able to assist with those.  Congratulations 
to all on your achievements. 
 
The Adria Rolls Yahoo Group continues as a communication as well as educational tool for the Chapter 
Rolls Minister. 
 
This is the part of the report I usually give a long list by chapter of the status of the rolls across the 
Empire.  This report will still provide the information, but in a slightly different format. 
 
Since last report in March, over 396 events have been processed. 
 
My most sincere thanks to all the Rolls Ministers and Crowns in clearing up so many outstanding events 
in the database.  Throughout  my term as both IMoRLs and Deputy IMoRLs, the database has NEVER 
been so clear.  There are NO events pending prior to January of 2017.  There are a total of 18 events 
pending some type of action.  Wolfendorf is playing catch up with four of those events.  The events are 
overdue.  However, they have been entered and paperwork is promised.  Esperance made a huge push to 
catch up. Five of their events are slightly overdue.  They have been entered and are pending crown 
approval.  Connacht has two events from May for which paperwork has been promised.  Terre Neuve has 
one event that is missing paperwork, with a promise of being sent shortly.  The remaining 6 are current or 
are in the imperial review process.   
 
Whatever shall I do with my spare time. 
 
Until November, 
Yours in Service 
Katelyn 


